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Abstract
We continue a study of Pade approximants (PA) for a series perturbed by random noise { this time we consider
more general rational functions. We begin with the simple case of a sum of two geometric series, and then show how
these considerations can be extended to a general rational function. We do not study the most general case, but rather
concentrate on demonstrating how our results for geometric series extend to new situations encountered when a general
rational function is considered. We show that Froissart doublets are a universal feature and we construct an analog of the
Froissart polynomial introduced in the earlier paper. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In an earlier paper [4] we showed that PAs for the perturbed geometric series
f(z) =
1X
i=0
(1 + ri)z i (1)
exhibit features observed in numerical experiments: pairs of zeros and poles at distances of order 
(called Froissart doublets), poles or zeros at a distance of order 1= from the origin corresponding
to excess degrees of the numerator or denominator respectively (excess, with respect to order 1=z
at innity) and, last but not least, a pole corresponding to the pole of the unperturbed function,
placed again at a random distance from the latter, but of order  and approaching the latter with
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growing probability. In this paper we generalize our analysis to the case of a general rational func-
tion. Although our reasoning is fully analogous to the one used earlier, interesting new phenomena
appear, and one can see that without detailed calculations it would be very dicult, if not impossible,
to guess how the results for geometric series extend to a general rational function.
As in [4], to nd the form of the numerator and the denominator of PA, necessary for demon-
strating the existence and properties of their zeros, one has to perform elementary, but tedious
transformations of determinants. We avoid doing this explicitly for a general rational function, be-
cause intermediate formulae would be hoplessly obscure and almost impossible to read. Instead, we
exhibit, with reasonable detail, transformations for a rational function of the type (1/2), i.e. with a
linear numerator and a quadratic denominator. It can be considered as a linear combination of two
geometric series with dierent poles. We also show that our results cover the case of a double pole.
Later, we indicate how these transformations could be modied for a rational function which is a
linear combination of a nite number of geometric series with dierent poles.
2. A linear combination of two geometric series
Any rational function with one zero and two poles can be written (after a trivial transformation
of a variable, and modulo a constant factor) as
f(z) =
1
1− z +
a
1− z= =
(1 + a)− z(1 + a)
(1− z)(− z) : (2)
Let us consider rst the case when 1 + a 6= 0. In that case the function has a zero at z0 = 1 +
(− 1)=(1 + a).
Its expansion in power series is
f(z) =
1X
i=0
ciz i =
1X
i=0
(1 + a=i)z i: (3)
As in [4], we perturb the coecients of Eq. (3) with random noise:
ci ! ci + ri: (4)
The ri’s are random numbers with some distribution law. They can be independent of the ci’s or
can be proportional to them, as considered in [4]. The most general form of ri’s, we consider, will
be
ri = ii; (5)
where only the i’s are random numbers with zero means and distributions independent of i.
Now, the series we consider here, is
f(z; ) =
1X
i=0
(1 + a=i + ri)z i: (6)
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We start with [n − 1=n]f(z; ) and, as in [4], we use the following formulae for the numerator
and denominator of [n− 1=n] (see also [2,3]):
Q[n−1=n]n (z; ) =

1 z z 2    z n−1 z n
c2n−1 c2n−2       cn cn−1
     
     
cn cn−1    c1 c0

; (7)
P[n−1=n]n−1 (z; ) =

n−1X
i=0
ciz i
n−2X
i=0
ciz i+1   
1X
i=0
ciz i+n−2 c0z n−1 0
c2n−1 c2n−2       cn cn−1
     
     
cn cn−1    c1 c0

: (8)
In the following, we shall skip superscripts.
We start with Qn(z; ). Subtracting the (i + 1)th column from the ith one, i = 1; : : : ; n, and next,
the (i + 1)th column divided by  from the ith one, i = 1; : : : ; n− 1, we get
Qn(z; )
=

(1− z)(1− z=) z(1− z)(1− z=)    z n−2(1− z)(1− z=)
(1; )2n−1 
(1; )
2n−2    (1; )n+1
           
(1; )n 
(1; )
n−1    (1; )2
z n−1(1− z) z n
a
n
− a
n−1
+ (rn − rn−1) 1 + an−1 + rn−1     
a

− a+ (r1 − r0) 1 + a+ r0

; (9)
where
(1; )j = rj − rj−1 −
1

(rj−1 − rj−2): (10)
Now, subtracting, in a similiar manner, lines 2 through n + 1 and separating the part with the
lowest power of , leads to
Qn(z; )
=A
2
6664n−2(1− z)

1− z



1    z n−2
(1; ;1; )2n−1    (1; ;1; )n+1
        
(1; ;1; )n+2    (1; ;1; )4

+ n−1Q(1)n (z) + 
nQ(2)n (z)
3
7775;
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where
(1; ;1; )j = 
(1; )
j − (1; )j−1 −
1

((1; )j−1 − (1; )j−2 ); (11)
Q(1)n (z) and Q
(2)
n (z) are some polynomials of degree n with coecients depending on the ri’s, and
A= a(1− 1=)2 comes from -independent parts of the last two columns.
Similiar transformations applied to Eq. (8) give
Pn−1(z; )
=A

n−2

1 + a− (1 + a) z


K ()n−2(z) + 
n−1P(1)n−1(z) + 
nP(2)n−1(z) + 
n+1P(3)n−1(z)

;
where
K ()n−2(z) =

1    z n−2
(1; ;1; )2n−1    (1; ;1; )n+1
        
(1; ;1; )n+2    (1; ;1; )4

(12)
with (1; ;1; )j dened in Eq. (11). Again, P
(i)
n−1(z), i = 1; 2; 3 are some polynomials of degree n− 1
with coecients depending on the ri’s.
Finally we have, then
[n− 1=n]f(z; )
=
a(1− 1=)2[1 + a− (1 + a) z ]K ()n−2(z) + P(1)n−1(z) + 2P(2)n−1(z) + 3P(3)n−1(z)
a(1− 1=)2(1− z)(1− z)K ()n−2(z) + Q(1)n (z) + 2Q(2)n (z)
: (13)
This formula unambigously shows that [n − 1=n]f(z; ) has, in the limit , zeros and poles at
positions separated by a distance of order  from those of f(z). Moreover, remaining zeros and
poles form pairs { Froissart doublets { separated by distances of order  from zeros of Kn−2(z).
Again we call this polynomial: Froissart polynomial (F.p.). A distribution of its zeros determines
a distribution of Froissart doublets.
A unique feature of this polynomial with random coecients is that for any distribution of
perturbations of coecients of our series (6) (with vanishing means), distributions of coecients of
normalized F.p. (divided by a coecient at z n−2) will not have nite moments. Moreover, coecients
of this polynomial are strongly correlated. These properties make a study of the distribution of its
zeros a challenging task [1]. Even without a detailed study of statistical properties of the roots of
the F.p., we can make a few remarks on their distribution.
First, we observe that if no ri depends on a and , the coecients of F.p. still depend on . This
may seem strange, because we could expect that for a! 0, we should recover results for geometric
series. However, this is not the case { the roots of F.p. approximate roots of the numerator and
denominator only for  ‘small enough’. If a is of the order of , the roots of K ()n−2(z) do not have
much in common with the roots of Pn−1(z; ) and Qn(z; ). On the other hand, we can consider
a ! 1. In this case, the second term in Eq. (2) dominates and it would seem convincing that
 should inuence the positions of roots of F.p. However, as discussed in Appendix A, numerical
experiments show that for geometric series with a pole at any , perturbations of coecients with
the same distribution for all orders, lead to Froissart doublets clustering always at the unit circle.
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Fig. 1. Poles of [n− 1=n] to 1=(1− z) + a=(1− z=2) for a= 109; multiplicative noise; for n= 199 256 digits were used.
We conclude (from the fact that the positions of poles of Kn−2 do not depend on a) that also for
a linear combination of two geometric series, Froissart doublets will coalesce at the unit circle, and
if Conjecture 1 from [4] is true, they will coalesce at the nth roots of unity with 1 excluded.
The situation is dierent if i = 1 + a=i (see again Eq. (2)). Now, we can consider noise as
consisting of two terms: i and a=i  i. If jj> 1, the second term will decrease for growing i
and we can expect that for large n, K ()n−2(z) will have new Froissart doublets closer and closer to
the unit circle (see also Section 4, below). Therefore, independently of a, for large orders, Froissart
doublets should coalesce at the circle of radius 1, while for smaller orders and large a we expect
to observe Froissart doublets in the vicinity of a circle of radius jj.
In other words, increasing a will ‘pull’ Froissart doublets toward a circle of radius jj, but this
behaviour can be observed only for not too large n. Independently of a, for n large enough, Froissart
doublets will, nally, coalesce around the unit circle. This behaviour is easily recognized on Fig. 1.
On the other hand, if jj< 1, it is obvious that the behaviour of the Froissart doublets will be
analogous, if we exchange cirles of radii 1 and jj { the simple change of variables z ! z= shows
that. A simple illustration can be found on Fig. 2.
We briey mention here what happens when f(z) has a double pole, instead of two poles at 1
and . This case can be studied, after putting: =1+ , and a=−1=(1+ ), as a lim!0(1=)f(z).
We apply this procedure to f(z; ) and see that in Eq. (9), after subtraction of the third line from
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Fig. 2. Poles of [50=51] to 1=(1− z) + 1=(1− z=); multiplicative noise.
the second, the fourth from the third, etc, all elements in lines 2 through n+1 are proportional to ,
which makes the whole detereminant proportional to n. The same will happen in Pn−1(z; ), except
that there will be an additional  in the rst line and this will cancel when we form 1 [n− 1=n](z).
As a result we get
K (1)n−2(z) + P
(1)
n−1(z) + 
2P(2)n−1(z) + 
3P(3)n−2(z)
(1− z)2K (1)n−2(z) + Q(1)n (z) + 2Q(2)n (z)
:
Superscript (1) at K (1)n−2 means that  in Eq. (12) is to be replaced by 1.
We can observe that the numerator has a term with z n−1 proportional to . This is so because
there is now one extra zero of the numerator which cannot be paired with any zero of the numerator
to form a Froissart doublet. This zero will, obviously, be located at a distance of order 1= from
the origin { in the same way as one of the zeros of [n=n] for a geometric series, see [4]. Moreover,
[n− 1=n]f has now, as one would expect, two poles close to 1, separated by a distance of order .
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If, contrary to our assumption at the begining of this section, 1 + a = 0, (2) shows that a
coecient at z n−1 in the numerator will be proportional to  and this means that there will be one
zero of the numerator at a distance 1= from the origin { a situation analogous to the case of the
double pole.
In both these cases it would be simpler to consider [n − 2=n]f(z). In such a situation formulae
for the numerator and denominator of this PA would be
Q[n−2=n]n (z; ) =

1 z z 2    z n−1 z n
c2n−2 c2n−3       cn−1 cn−2
     
      c0
cn−1 cn−2    c0 0

; (14)
P[n−2=n]n−2 (z; ) =

n−2X
i=0
ciz i
n−3X
i=0
ciz i+1    c0z n−2 0 0
c2n−2 c2n−3       cn−1 cn−2
     
      c0
cn−1 cn−2    c0 0

: (15)
Transformations of these determinants, fully analogous to the ones performed earlier, lead to (for
f(z) = 1=(1− z)2; in this case cn = n− 1):
[n− 2=n]f(z) =
K (1)n−2(z) + P
(1)
n−2(z) + 
2P(2)n−2(z) + 
3P(3)n−2(z)
(1− z)2K (1)n−2(z) + Q(1)n (z) + 2Q(2)n (z)
(16)
with K (1)n−2(z) given, this time, by
K (1)n−2(z) =

1    z n−2
(1;1;1;1)2n−2    (1;1;1;1)n
        
(1;1;1;1)n+1    (1;1;1;1)3

: (17)
3. A linear combination of k geometric series
Let us now consider a rational function with the degree of the numerator smaller than that of the
denominator. It can always be written as
f(z) =
kX
j=1
aj
1− z=j =
k−1(z)Qk
i=1(1− z=j)
; (18)
where the degree of a polynomial k−1(z) is smaller or equal to k − 1.
The power series expansion of Eq. (18) with coecients perturbed in the same way as before is
f(z; ) =
1X
i=0
2
4 kX
j=1
aj
ij
+ ri
3
5 z i: (19)
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Proceeding in the same way as we did for k = 2, we arrive at (we assume n>k)
Qn(z; ) = n−kA
kY
j=1
(1− z=j)Kn−k(z) + O(n−k+1); (20)
where Kn−k(z) is
Kn−k(z) =

1 z    z n−k
(1 ; 2 ;:::; k ; 1 ;:::; k )2n−1 
(1 ;:::; k ; 1 ;:::; k )
2n−2    (1 ;:::; k ; 1 ;:::; k )n+k−1
: : :      
(1 ;:::; k ; 1 ;:::; k )n+k       (1 ;:::; k ; 1 ;:::; k )2k

(21)
and the ’s are dened as follows:
(1)j = rj −
1
1
rj−1;
(1 ;:::; l)j = 
(1 ;:::; l−1)
j −
1
l
(1 ;:::; l−1)j−1
(22)
and A is a coecient depending on the aj’s and j’s stemming from columns n − k + 2 through
n+ 1.
Now, coming to Pn−1(z; ) we see that the determinant representing it (8), diers from that for
Qn(z; ) only in the rst line, therefore we discuss in the following only what happens in that rst
line under the same transformations as used for Qn.
The rst n elements of the rst line can be written as
Pn−1
i=s ci−sz
i, s = 0; : : : ; n − 1. As we are
interested in a part of Pn−1 with the smallest possible power of , we can skip parts of cj’ containing
the later and consider, in the rst line of the determinant for Pn−1 only:
n−1X
i=s
kX
j=1
aj
i−sj
z i: (23)
But this is equal to
kX
j=1
aj
1− z=j
 
z s − z
n
n−sj
!
: (24)
When we now apply operations used for Qn (subtracting the second column divided by 1 from
the rst one, the third from the second, etc. and next the second column divided by 2 from the
rst one, etc.), we obtain in the rst line of columns 1 through k + 1:
k−1(z); zk−1(z); : : : ; z n−kk−1(z);
and therefore we have
Pn−1(z; ) = n−kAk−1(z)Kn−k(z) + O(n−k+1): (25)
Finally, we get for [n− 1=n] (n>k)
[n− 1=n]f(z; ) =
k−1(z)Kn−k(z) +
Pk+1
j=1 
jP(j)n−1(z)Qk
j=1(1− z=j)Kn−k(z) +
Pk
j=1 jQ
(j)
n (z)
; (26)
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where a form of nonleading (in ) terms in the numerator and denominator is obvious from the
total powers of  that should appear there.
Now,
A=
kY
i=1
ai
2k−2i
Y
i<k
(i − k)2: (27)
Now, the formula (26) is a generalization of the formula (9) in [4] and it shows that for a rational
function of the type (k − 1=k); [n − 1=n] PA, (n>k), will have n − k Froissart doublets and also
k−1 zeros and k poles at distances of order  from k−1 zeros and k poles of the rational function.
Actually, it is not at all surprising { it would rather be very surprising if something dierent
would take place. Nevertheless it is reassuring that the fact can be demonstrated by elementary
(though slightly intricate) manipulations. Moreover, formulae for the Froissart polynomial (21) and
(22) allow us { at least in principle { to study the behaviour of Froissart doublets for a dierent
conguration of poles of the rational function. Although precise determination of this behaviour
does not seem easy, we think that a reasoning analogous to the one presented above for the rational
function of the type (1=2), strongly suggests that for large orders, Froissart doublets will coalesce
around a circle of a radius equal to a modulus of the pole closest to the origin, and this will happen
in the limit of order going to innity, independently of the magnitudes of the residua of the other
poles. For not very large orders it can happen, if one of the residua has a modulus much larger
than the others, that Froissart doublets will appear in a vicinity of a circle of that radius.
4. Other series
It is interesting to observe that our reasoning, concerning zeros and poles of PA for rational
functions, helps us to understand the behaviour of zeros and poles of arbitrary series. This can be
done in a case when dierences between coecients of the Taylor expansion of [n− 1=n]f and of
f converge to 0 for n!1. It is generally tacitly assumed to be the case when PA to f converge,
but we do not know of any theorem stating that. However, below, we shall assume this property,
or in other words we shall show what can be told about zeros and poles of [n− 1=n]f in this case.
Let us, therefore, consider the Taylor expansion of [n − 1=n]f (for an f perturbed randomly in
the same way as above):
[n− 1=n]f(z) =
2n−1X
i=0
(fi + ri)z i +
1X
i=2n
(ai +  ri)z i:
The ai’s are here expansion coecients of ‘exact’ [n − 1=n]f, i.e., of [n − 1=n] for unperturbed f.
We remark that ri will be highly nonlinear functions of , but we can expect them to behave as
constants for ! 0.
For [n=n+ 1]f:
[n=n+ 1]f(z) =
2n+1X
i=0
(fi + ri)z i +
1X
i=2n+2
(bi +  ri)z i:
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It is now strightforward to write the expansion of [n=n+ 1]f as
[n=n+ 1]f(z) =
2n−1X
i=0
(fi + ri)z i + [a2n +  r2n + (f2n − a2n) + (r2n − r2n)]z 2n
+[a2n+1 +  r2n+1 + (f2n+1 − a2n+1) + (r2n+1 − r2n+1)]z 2n+1
+
1X
i=2n+2
(bi +  ri)z i: (28)
We see that we can now consider two extreme situations:
jf2n − a2nj>>jr2n − r2nj and likewise for index 2n+ 1
or:
jf2n − a2nj<<jr2n − r2nj and likewise for index 2n+ 1:
In the rst case, it will be f2n − a2n and f2n+1 − a2n+1 that will determine the positions of zeros
and poles of [n=n+1]f (it is interesting to remark that if these dierences converge to zero, we can
apply our analysis to series for [n− 1=n]f ‘perturbed’ by these dierences, and if they were ‘small
enough’, we could expect that adding two more terms of the expansion, would change the positions
of earlier zeros and poles only negligibly, adding solely a ‘doublet’ at a postion not at all random
in that case; this observation deserves, probably, more attention than we can devote to it here) and
they will depend on special properties of fi.
In the second case, we can treat jr2n − r2nj as a perturbation of ai +  ri (equal to fi + ri if
i< 2n) and we immediately see that [n=n+1]f should have an extra Froissart doublet with respect
to [n− 1=n]f.
We conclude that for series with the assumed property, perturbed by random noise with a scale
, we shall not observe Froissart doublets, as long as dierences between actual coecients of the
series and coecients of an expansion of [n−1=n]f are larger than the perturbations. When, however,
these dierences become negligible with respect to the perturbations of coecients, adding more
terms in the expansion (in a limit of n ! 1) will add doublets zero-pole separated by a distance
of order  { we can call them Froissart doublets. It is important to observe, however, that when
 ! 0 members of the doublet will not ‘annihilate’ each other { for a given PA they will reach
some minimal distance, and after that they will both move to positions dened by the fi’s.
Appendix A
In [4] we considered a geometric series, i.e., the series for a rational function of type (0=1) with
a pole at z = 1. We can gain some insight into the behaviour of roots of F.p. if we consider the
rational function with a pole at  perturbed in two dierent ways.
Let us, therefore, consider:
f(z) =
1X
i=0
fiz i =
1X
i=0
(1=i + i)z i;
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where we take i either equal to ri { random numbers with distributions independent of i, or ri=i
with similiar ri’s. This second case corresponds to fi = 1=i(1 + ri).
It is obvious that in both cases we get formulae very much like Eq. (9) from [4]:
[n− 1=n]f(z; ) =
Kn−1(z) +  Pn−1(z) + 2 Pn−1(z)
(1− z)Kn−1(z) +  Qn(z)
with Kn−1(z) dened in a way very similar to the one in [4], formula (7), except that the di’s are
now replaced by (; )i ’s dened by a natural generalization of Eq. (10) with ri replaced by i:
(; )i = i −
1

i−1 − 1

i−1 − 1i−2

= i − 2i−1 +
1
2
i−2:
According to considerations of Section 3 [4], taking for i random numbers with identical gaussian
distributions will lead to normalized coecients of Kn−1(z) (i=n−1) having distributions indepen-
dent of the distribution of i, depending, however on . Moreover, correlations between 
(; )
i ’s, and
therefore correlations between (normalized) coecients of Kn−1(z), will depend on . Nevertheless,
numerical experiments show that, independently of , roots of Kn−1(z) coalesce at the unit circle.
This is exemplied on Fig. 3.
In the second case, we can immediately see that a change of variable: z=! z leads to the pure
geometric series case and therefore roots of Kn−1(z) must coalesce at a circle of radius .
Appendix B
Lemma 1. If Pade approximants [k − 1=k] to a series f:
f(z) =
1X
i=0
fiz i
converge for jzj= 2 and k !1 and if; for k large enough; only K poles of Pade Approximants
(K independent of k) lie inside the circle of radius 2; but not nearer to the origin than r0; then:
ja2k+i − f2k+ij ! 0 for k !1 and i>0 where aj is a coecient at z j in a series expansion of
[k − 1=k]f(z) around z = 0.
Proof. An expansion of [k − 1=k]f(z) agrees with f(z) up to the (2k − 1)th power of z:
[k − 1=k]f(z) =
2k−1X
j=0
fjz j +
1X
j=2k
ajz j;
[k + l− 1=k + l]f(z) =
2k−1X
j=0
fjz j +
2k+2l−1X
j=2k
fjz j +
1X
j=2k+2l
ajz j;
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Fig. 3. Poles of [50=51] to 1=(1− z=); additive noise.
where aj are coecients of an expansion of [k + l− 1=k + l]f.
[k − 1=k]f(z)− [k + l− 1=k + l]f(z) =
2k+2l−1X
j=2k
(aj − fj)z j +
1X
j=2k+2l
(aj − aj)z j; (29)
[k − 1=k]f(z)− [k + l− 1=k + l]f(z) =
P[k−1=k]k−1 (z)
Q[k−1=k]k (z)
− P
[k+l−1=k+l]
k+l−1 (z)
Q[k+l−1=k+l]k+l (z)
;
which, because of the earlier formula for the dierence, must be equal to
[k − 1=k]f(z)− [k − 1 + l=k + l]f(z) =
P2k+l−1
j=2k cjz
j
Q[k−1=k]k (z)Q
[k+l−1=k+l]
k+l (z)
: (30)
Obviously, as the constant terms in Qk and Qk+l (we skip superscripts) are both 1, the polynomial
in the numerator must start from z 2k and the coecient at this power of z must be c2k = a2k −f2k .
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Dividing now the numerator and the denominator by z 2k+l we getPl−1
j=0 c2k+l−j−1z
−j−1
Qk(1=z) Qk+l(1=z)
;
where by Qj(z) we understand a polynomial with the same coecients as these of Qj(z), but in the
reverse order. Remembering that a constant coecient in Q[k−1=k]k is 1 and observing that polynomials
in the denominator must vanish at poles of [k−1=k] and [k+l−1=k+l], we see that the denominator
can be written as
kY
j=1
(1=z − 1=z(k)j )
k+lY
j=1
(1=z − 1=z(k+l)j ):
Finally, we have then
[k − 1=k]f(z)− [k + l− 1=k + l]f(z) =
Pl−1
j=0 c2k+l−1−jz
−j−1Qk
j=1(1=z − 1=z(k)j )
Qk+l
j=1(1=z − 1=z(k+l)j )
;
where z(k)j are zeros of Q
[k−1=k]
k (z) and z
(k+l)
j are zeros of Q
[k+l−1=k+l]
k+l (z).
Let us now assume that for k !1 only z(k)j ; j = 1; : : : ; K and z(k+l)j ; j = 1; : : : ; K , lie inside the
circle of radius 2. For all other poles and jzj= 2; j1=z − 1=zjj< 1, because after z ! 1=z both 1=z
and 1=zj lie inside the circle of radius 1=2. Taking also into account that j1=z − 1=zjj61=r0 + 1 for
j6K , we have
Pl−1
j=0 c2k+l−1−jz
−j−1
(1=r0 + 1)2K
6j[k − 1=k]f(z)− [k + l− 1=k + l]f(z)j:
According to our assumption that PA converge on the circle of radius 2, the r.h.s of the above
inequality converges to 0 for k ! 1 for all z there. This however means that all coecients of
the polynomial in 1=z in the numerator on the l.h.s must vanish in this limit (the denominator is
independent of k). This means immediately that a2k − f2k ! 0 in this limit { the later being the
coecient at z−l.
If this dierence converges to 0, then looking at Eqs. (29) and (30) and recalling remarks after
the latter we see that c2k+1 ! a2k+1 − f2k+1 and, again this dierence converges to 0. In this way
we can show that all the aj −fj; j=2k; : : : ; 2k + l− 1 converge to 0 and this completes the proof.
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